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First of all the ingame maps and multiplayer have the same map layout so nothing is changed. This mod only changes the intial campaign map but you can map your campaigns with it too. I
modified the textures, created new models and models for the bases. This file also contains all the terrain textures and I did a minor layout of the bases. I tried to make this mod as realistic as

possible so if you don't want to understand anything it is better to not even try to play campaign. First of all the ingame maps and multiplayer have the same map layout so nothing is
changed. This mod only changes the intial campaign map but you can map your campaigns with it too. I modified the textures, created new models and models for the bases. This file also

contains all the terrain textures and I did a minor layout of the bases. I tried to make this mod as realistic as possible so if you don't want to understand anything it is better to not even try to
play campaign. Added an intelligence mode to help you craft weapons for yourself. Set it to the max to make turrets, set it to low to make wrist rockets. Added an intelligence mode to help
you craft weapons for yourself. Set it to the max to make turrets, set it to low to make wrist rockets. Added maps for E2D & E4D, you can now choose between the campaign, E2D and E4D

maps. Added map for Showdown, you can now choose between the campaign, Showdown and Showdown2 maps. The campaign in Showdown is the same as before but the maps are updated.
Showdown2 is completely new campaign map but I added the 3 new maps all based on Showdown. Added a new map for you to play on. I have decided to release everything at once so I split
it into 3 parts. This one has only the campaign and the 3 maps are still in development for us. When all 3 are done will release it as one map. A new "Ambush" mode for the campaign & E4D.
This mode will allow you to sneak into the enemies base and destroy their weapons. A new "Ambush" mode for the campaign & E4D. This mode will allow you to sneak into the enemies base

and destroy their weapons. A new "Ambush" mode for the campaign & E4D. This mode will allow you to sneak into the enemies base and destroy their weapons. A new c6a93da74d
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